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Abstract
Sub-basalt exploration along the west coast of India has led to the discovery of oil and gas in the offshore part of the Kutch
Basin. Thick Mesozoic sediments under the basalt cover of the Deccan traps along the northwest coast of India are
considered to be potential targets for hydrocarbon exploration. Recent discoveries in the wells A and B from Mesozoic and
Tertiary has boosted the exploration activities in this area. Sub-basalt seismic imaging is difficult in these formations, as the
Deccan traps are composed of multilayered lava flows. The present work emphasizes on the improvement of sub basalt
imaging with a case study from Kutch Offshore.
In this paper we discuss effect of broad band processing and velocity model building using velocity flooding method by
integrating well (sonic) velocity. Most of the high frequencies in the seismic energy will be absorbed in the Tertiary
sediments and scattered at the top of the basalt and only low frequencies will penetrate through the basalt. So low
frequencies are important in the imaging of sub-basaltic sediments. Conventional marine data normally have a narrow
frequency bandwidth and contaminated with both source and receiver side ghost notches. We can enhance the bandwidth of
the data by deghosting technology which will minimize source and receiver ghost notches and enhances the spectrum both
in lower and higher frequencies. In this paper we demonstrate the effectiveness of broadband processing in enhancing the
usable bandwidth of the data by reducing the ghost notches particularly in low frequencies and also interval velocity model
building using a flooding approach utilizing sonic velocity information.
It has been observed that in areas of complex geological setups having lateral and strong vertical velocity variations, time
imaging may not yield adequate results. It fails to image the subsurface events in their true locations as it is limited by many
assumptions inherent in the time migration algorithm and the distortion caused by complex ray path, Pre-stack depth
migration (PSDM) improves seismic imaging in these areas of complex geology. However deriving a correct interval
velocity model in this setup is a challenging task. We demonstrated here the use of velocity flooding method by
incorporating wells (sonic) velocity available in the area for basalt and below basalt section. We have derived the interval
velocity up to the top of the basalt using Dix constrained velocity inversion (CVI) and flooded the velocity of basalt and
below basalt section using sonic velocity trend. PSDM on target lines performed iteratively for deriving optimum interval
velocity by horizon and grid tomography. This work has brought very good improvement within basalt and below basalt section.

Introduction
The Kutch-Saurastra Basin is situated on the northern part
of the west coast of India is a unique basin where the basaltic
flow separates the Tertiary sediments from the Mesozoic
sediments. These Cretaceous basaltic rocks are known as the
Deccan traps. The basalt is composed of multi-layered

extrusive flows that suggest at least 40 periodic pulses of lava
forming inter-trap deposits.
The area of the study (Figure 1) falls in the shallow waters
of Kutch basin and is characterized by 500 m to 1000 m thick
Deccan trap basaltic lava flows sandwiched between Tertiary
and Mesozoic sediments. The Cretaceous Bhuj reservoirs
lying below the basalt layer are considered potential
hydrocarbon targets but imaging these sub-basalt layers is
challenging due to attenuation of energy, strong presence of
multiples, mode conversions, and guided waves within the
heterogeneous layers of basalt.

Geology and lithology of the Kutch basin
Kutch basin is the earliest rift basin that initiated as a
result of north and northeast drifting coupled with
counterclockwise rotation of the Indian plate after its
detachment from the Gondwanaland during Late Triassic/or
Early Jurassic. Rifting took place within the MidProterozoic mobile belt that welded the northern
Bundelkhand and southern Deccan proto-cratons (Biswas,
1982). The Bhuj sandstone formation is the prime reservoir
below basalt (Figure 2).
Figure 1: Location map of western offshore, India indicating the area of study.
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Figure 2: A 2D geological model of the Kutch basin. The Bhuj sand
formation is the prime reservoir below basalt. (Courtesy:
Kumar et. al., 2004)

Seismic processing problems in the imaging of
sub-basalt
Some of the processing problems in imaging of sub-basalt
areas are given below:
1. Guided waves and linear noise
2. Strong multiples generated from water bottom and Trap top
3. Energy scattering from uneven surface of basalt
4. Wave mode conversion on the top of basalt
5. Seismic imaging problems (migration) due to uncertainty
in velocity field

The following processing steps have been applied to the
data before deghosting
1. Swell noise attenuation
2. Linear noise attenuation (LNA)
3. Broadband proceeding (deghosting)
4. Demultiple (WEMA)
Signal-to-noise ratio was improved in the overall section
and visible difference was observed in frequency side after
applying the above processing steps (Figures 3 and 4).

Interval velocity model building

Processing strategy
To begin with SEG-D data was taken up for processing.
After geometry QC, data was analyzed for noise removal.
(a)

Swell noise, linear noise, abnormal amplitudes were removed,
data was also brought to minimum phase and debubling filter
was applied before attempting deghosting. The ghost
reflections interfere either constructively or destructively with
primary reflections and distort the frequency by creating
spectral notches and the phase spectrum of the recorded
seismic data. Nowadays advanced processing algorithms have
emerged for application of deghosting to conventional towed
streamers to correct the notches in the amplitude spectrum and
improve seismic resolution by correcting the ghost effect and
preferentially dealing with the low frequencies. WEMA
(Wave equation multiple attenuation) was applied after
deghosting to remove water layer reverberations.

(b)

Interval velocity model building is the most important
factor governing the success of any PSDM imaging process.
(c)

Figure 3: Stack after a) noise removal b) deghosting and c) demultiple (WEMA).

Figure 4: Frequency spectra after noise removal, deghosting and demultiple (WEMA).
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All available geological information should be included in the
starting model which is then interactively improved until the
CRP image gathers are flat. Velocity updating involves
picking the residual moveout, calculating the ray paths for
each picked horizon through the velocity model then
performing a tomographic inversion that modifies the velocity
field in order to eliminate the residual moveout along the ray
paths.
RMS velocities were picked on 500 m X 500 m grid on
time migrated gathers and derived interval velocity volume by
constrained Dix inversion. With this velocity time migrated
horizons were migrated to depth domain using map migration.
As we don't have detailed information about the basalt
velocities in this area, we have used sonic velocity (from two
wells) for basalt and below basalt section. Then velocity
volume was flooded with basalt velocity and Mesozoic
velocities.
After analyzing the sonic logs from two wells which were
penetrated up to sub-basalt section, we understood that the
basalt velocity is varying from 5500 m/sec to 5900 m/sec and
below basalt section having a interval velocity of 3700 m/sec
to 3900 m/sec (Figure 5). Accordingly we have derived our
starting interval velocity volume i.e. from water bottom to top
of basalt we have used Dix velocity and from Trap top to Trap
bottom we have flooded with 5900 m/sec velocity and below
basalt flooded a velocity of 3700 m/sec. (Figure 6).

Figure 5: Sonic velocity of near by well showing the velocity trends
of basalt and Mesozoic sediments.
(a)

Target line PSDM was carried out on every 20th line for
two iterations of horizon tomography followed by one
iterations of grid tomography for deriving the final interval
velocity volume for running PSDM(Figure 7).
(b)

Figure 6: a) Dix interval velocity b) initial interval velocity flooded with basalt (red) and below basalt (yellow)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: a) Initial interval velocity b) Final interval velocity (IL1500).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: a) The vintage PSTM b) Current PSDM (scale to time)
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Results and Discussion
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Figure 8 shows significant improvement compared with
vintage PSTM and is mainly due to the impact of broadband
processing and PSDM imaging with flooded interval
velocity. The main contribution from the conventional data
de-ghosting is the improvement of low frequencies.
Broadband data adds valuable information in the data down
to 2.5-6 Hz, while the informative bandwidth of conventional
data stops at around 6 Hz.
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